
An irregular density along the 
edge of the weld image. The  
density  will always be darker 
than the density of the pieces 
being welded. 

An irregular darker density near 
the centre of the width of the 
weld image and along the edge of 
the root pass image. 

An elongated irregular darker 
density with fuzzy edge. In the 
centre of the width of the weld 
image. 

Localized darker density with 
fuzzy edges in the centre of the 
width of the weld image. It may 
be wider than the width of the 
root pass image. 

A dark density band, with very 
straight parallel, in the center of 
the width of the weld image. 

Irregularly shape darker density 
spot, usually slightly elongated 
and randomly space. 

Feathery, twisting lines of darker 
density running across the width 
of the weld image. 

Feathery, twisting lines of darker 
density running lengthwise along 
the weld at any location in the 
width of the weld image. 

Feathery, twisting lines of darker 
density along the edge of the im-
age of the root pas the twisting  
feature helps to distinguish the 
root crack from incomplete root 
penetration. 

Irregularly shape density spots 
randomly in the weld image. 

Elongated parallel or single dark-
er density line, irregular in width 
and slightly winding lengthwise. 

Elongated parallel, or single,  
darker density lines sometimes 
within darker density spots  
dispersed along the LOF-lines 
which are very straight in the 
lengthwise direction and not 
winding like elongate slag lines. 

Small spot of darker densities. 
Some with slightly elongate tails 
in the welding direction. 
 

Rounded spots darker densities 
random in size and location. 

Rounded or slightly elongated 
darker density spots In clusters 
with the clusters randomly 
spaced. 

Rounded and elongated darker 
density spots that may be con-
nected, in a straight line in the 
centre of the width of the weld 
image. 

An abrupt change in film density 
across the width of the weld im-
age. 

An abrupt density change across 
the width of the weld image with 
a straight longitudinal darker 
density line at the centre of the 
width of the weld image along 
the edge of the density change. 

The weld density is darker than 
the density of the pieces welded 
and extending across the full 
width of the weld. 

A lighter density in the centre of 
the width of the weld image. Ei-
ther extended along the weld or 
in isolated circular drops. 
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External Undercut Internal (root) Undercut. Internal concavity  (suck back). Burn through.  lack of Penetration Interpas slag inclusion. Transverse crack Longitudinal crack Longitudinal root crack Tungestan inclusions. 

Elongate slag lines . Lack of side wall fusion (LOF). Interpass cold lap. Scattered porosity. Cluster porosity. Root pass aligned porosity. Offset or mismatch (Hi-Lo). Offset with Lack of penetration  External concavity. Excessive penetration. 

Single Wall, Single Image (SWSI) 

Panoramic radiographic technique  

SFDmin < R 

 

Single Wall, Single Image (SWSI) 

Film inside, source outside arrangement 

 

Single Wall, Single Image (SWSI) 

Film outside, source inside arrangement 

R < SFDmin < D 

 

Double Wall, Single Image (DWSI) 

SFDmin ≥ D 

at least  3 Exposures 120 deg to each other for com-

plete coverage. 

Double Wall, Double  Image (DWDI) 

Super impose radiographic technique. 

SFDmin >> D      &       OD / ID ≥1.4 

Double Wall, Double  Image (DWDI) 

Super impose radiographic technique. 

SFDmin >> D      &       OD / ID <1.4 

at least  2 exposures at 90 deg to each other for 

Single Wall, Single Image (SWSI) 

 

SFDmin  = OFD (1+F/ Ug) 

 

SFD: Source to Film Distance 

OFD: Object to Film Distance 

F: size of the radiation source 

Ug= 0.25 for Critical Examination 

Ug= 0.5 for General purpose Examination 

 

For Critical Examination 

SFDpractical ≥ 1.4 L 

 

For General Examination  

SFDpractical ≥ 1.1 L 

L: Length of plate 

 

SFD ≥ max (SFDmin , SFDpractical) 

 

Acceptance / Rejection Criteria 

Radiographic Testing Method 

According to ASME Sec  VIII . Dev1, UW51, App4 (2007), API650 

Radiographic Films for industrial X-Ray Use — Product Guide 

Radiography Techniques 
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Performance characteristics 


